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Abstract
We show that, in an optically dense medium having an inverted active atom number density periodically distributed
in space, it is possible, in a slab con®guration, to enhance the forward±backward symmetric superradiance emission
eciency if the periodicity reciprocal lattice vector obeys a BraggÕs-like condition for coupling the forward and
backward components of the active atoms polarization. We also show that the burst of superradiant light is emitted, in
this case, at an earlier time than that for a homogeneously distributed medium having the same average atomic number
density. Furthermore, this burstÕs temporal duration is shown to be substantially shorter than that for the homogeneous
active atoms distribution. Ó 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
As a result of the high value of the re¯ectivity at
every point along the propagation path of a signal
in an optically dense resonant two-level medium
(i.e. ak < 1), both the forward and backward
waves need to be included in the analysis of
Maxwell equations for this problem. The simultaneous presence of the forward and backward
waves in this resonant gas results into situations
where resonator-like standing waves can develop
in the system without the need for end mirrors;
this situation can be realized when the pressure
broadening in a gas substantially exceeds the
*
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Doppler broadening, hence the name ``pressureinduced resonators''. In particular, we have previously shown [1±3] that, in the superradiant
regime [4], an inverted system of such resonant
atoms radiates such that the atomic polarization
and the total ®eld are eigenfunctions of the spatial
inversion operator with respect to the center of the
slab, for sampleÕs length in, what we called, the
symmetric sectors, and that an asymmetric transition domain separates two consecutive symmetric sectors with opposite parity eigenvalues. We
have also found that, in the symmetric sectors, the
electromagnetic ®eld distributions are similar to
those found in a slab resonant cavity, and that the
forward and backward emission ¯uxes are equal.
In this paper, we investigate the systemÕs superradiance dynamics if the active atoms number
density is periodically distributed. We show that,
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in the symmetric sectors, the superradiance emission eciency can be further enhanced if the reciprocal lattice vector of the active atoms periodic
distribution obeys a BraggÕs-like condition for
maximum coupling between the forward and
backward components of the polarization (forward and backward components of polarization
refer to those quantities that are the source terms
for the forward and backward components of the
generated electromagnetic ®eld). Furthermore, we
show that:
(i) the burst of superradiant light, in the above
medium, is emitted at an earlier time than that
in a homogeneously distributed active medium
having the same average atomic number density, and that
(ii) the superradiant burst temporal duration is
substantially shorter here than that associated
with an active atom homogeneous distribution.
We solve the problem numerically by integrating the coupled Maxwell±Bloch integro-dierential
coupled equations.

The physical system that we analyze here is that
of a passive dielectric medium doped with active
atoms. In this atomic/dielectric medium system,
the total polarization consists of the sum of the
linear polarization due to the embedding dielectric
medium plus the resonant polarization due to the
two-level atomic system:
1

The linear polarization PNR (where the subscript
NR stands for non-resonant, and R for resonant)
is given by:
PNR  ae0 EL

2

where a is the medium linear susceptibility, and the
local (Lorentz) ®eld EL is given by [5]:
EL  E  P =3e0

ae0 E
PR

1
1 3 a 1 13 a

3

and where E is the Maxwell (macroscopic) ®eld.
Using Eqs. (1)±(3), the total polarization can be
written as [3,6]:

4

where PR is obtained from Bloch equations, evaluated with the local ®eld, and not the Maxwell
®eld.
The above quantities can be directly related to
the more familiar cases and quantities, through an
examination of Eq. (4). For example, in the absence of the embedding dielectric medium, we obtain the atoms in vacuum result:
PR
EL  E 
5
3e0
and in the absence of resonant medium, we obtain
the Lorentz result:
EL  E 

1 aE
3 1 13 a

6

which, of course, leads to the Clausius±Mosetti
equation:
er 1 1
 a
er  2 3
or
er  n2r 

2. Maxwell±Bloch equations

P  PNR  PR

P

1  2a=3
1 a=3

7

where nr is the passive dielectric's index of refraction which we assume here to be real. (The
Kramer±Kronig relations, derived only on the assumption of causality, require that Im nr  6 0,
however, we will work in the spectral regime where
this contribution can be neglected over the propagation lengths under consideration.)
The dynamics of the interaction of the electromagnetic ®eld with the ensemble of active twolevel atom system is described by Bloch equations.
If we neglect the counter-rotating term in the
Hamiltonian, i.e. replacing the electromagnetic
real ®eld Ee ixc t  E eixc t  by Ee ixc t , where xc is
the carrier frequency, Bloch equations reduce to:
ov
in/L
 i X0 Xc   D  c2 v 
8
oU
2
on
 iv /L v/L   c1 1 n
9
oU
where we are normalizing the dynamical variables
and coordinates as follows:
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p is the x±y components of the Bloch vector,
p  px  ipy , n is the population dierence between
the ground and excited states, x0 is the active atom
resonant frequency, c1 and c2 are the longitudinal
and transverse decay rates, d is the atomic transition dipole moment, T2 is the inhomogeneous
dephasing time, and D is the detuning of a particular group of atoms in the ensemble from the
single atom resonant frequency. The normalized
local ®eld /L is given by [3,6]:
/L 

1
1

1
a
3

/

8b
31

1
a
3

v
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where b z  q zd 2 T2 =8
he0 and q z is the spatially dependent active atom number density. The
normalized Lorentz shift [7,8], neglecting quantum
corrections originating from the scattering amplitude due to collision between atoms and that are
present in a gaseous medium, is then given for low
excitation by 4b=3 1 a=3. The transverse relaxation decay rate consists of three components,
the ®rst being half the longitudinal relaxation
constant; the second contribution is that due to the
short range dipole±dipole interaction [7,8], which
is very important here since the active atoms
density is high in an optically dense medium; and
the third contribution is that originating from the
interaction of the active atoms with the dierent
quantum modes of the dielectric medium and
which may be controlled by cooling the dielectric
medium, speci®cally:


c
2p
c2  1  1:16 1:15
11
b  cT
3n2r
2
Note that the additional factor of 1.16, in the
second term, from the standard gas pressure
broadened expression for the line width, corresponds to the o-the-mass shell correction to the
scattering amplitude, which quantity should be
used in the computation of the atomic self-energy
when the active atoms are immobile and embedded
in a dielectric. This is equivalent, as was shown in
Ref. [8], to using the statistical theory results in
computing the spectral broadening of the excited
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state due to the dipole±dipole interaction between
as excited and a ground state atom.
Maxwell wave equation is given by:
 2 
2
2
o/
8b12
ov
2 o /
1

12
2
2
oz
oU
1  2a=3 oU 2 D
where z  xc nr =cz, 1  1=xc T2 , and hviD represents the normalized polarizability averaged over
the inhomogeneous distribution, assumed here
Gaussian, and given by:
!
2
1
D
g D  p exp
13
2
2p
To avoid the usual diculties associated with solving a second-order dierential equation (Eq. (12))
when the forward and backward waves are comparable in magnitude, we replace it by its equivalent integral equation form [9±12]:
4
/ z; U   /in z  0; Uret  exp iz  i
1  2a=3
Z L
D 
E
b z0  exp ijz z0 j v z0 ; Uret ; D
dz0

D

0

14

where L is the normalized sample length, and the
retarded normalized time is given, such that the
space±time doublet is de®ned as follows:
z; Uret   z; U

1z

15

The mixed boundary and initial conditions for the
problem are:
!
2
U
/in z  0; U   /0in exp
16
2
s=T2 
p
where /0in  RT2 = ps, and R is the incoming
pulse area; and
v z; U  0 ; D  0
n z; U  0 ; D 

17
1

18

for all z > 0: U  0 refers to the time prior to the
incident external signal being switched on.
In our simulations, and in order to mimic the
onset of superradiant emission, we shall assume
that the atomic system is fully inverted and that
the incoming pulse area is that associated with the
rms value of the electromagnetic ®eld vacuum
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¯uctuations [13±18], and such that its duration is
longer than any of the relaxation times of the
atomic system.
For the active atom spatial distribution, we
assume that the pro®le is given by:
b z  bc 1

bm cos bf z

19

where, in the usual convention, we refer to bm as
the amplitude of modulation and bf as the modulation lattice vector.

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows previously obtained results [1,2].
Speci®cally, we illustrate the behavior of the
atomic susceptibility for a homogeneous atomic
distribution in what is called the symmetric sectors. Recall that in these sectors, the active atom
polarization is an eigenfunction of the spatial
parity operator, de®ned here as the inversion with
respect to the center of the slab. Furthermore, recall that the eigenvalues associated with these

Fig. 1. The 3-D plot of the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility of a system of initially fully inverted active atoms are plotted as
function of the normalized position and time. nr  1; bc  10; bm  0; c1  1=25; cT  0; 1  106 p 1 . (a) The real part of the
susceptibility at L  5:25k; (b) the imaginary part of the susceptibility at L  5:25k; (c) the real part of the susceptibility at L  5:75k;
(d) the imaginary part of the susceptibility at L  5:75k.
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Fig. 2. The real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility are plotted as function of the normalized distance, at the time coordinate
corresponding to the outgoing superradiant signalÕs peak. Same parameters as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. The magnitude of the outgoing normalized ®eld is plotted as function of the normalized time and compared for the cases of
homogeneous and fully modulated active atoms distributions. L  5:25k; nr  1; bc  10; bf  44=21; c1  1=25; cT  0; 1  106 p 1
(a) bm  0; (b) bm  1.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, with the following modi®cations: L  5:25k=nr ; nr  2. (a) bm  0; (b) bm  1.
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Fig. 5. (a) The ¯ux of the outgoing normalized ®eld; (b) height of the main peak of the magnitude of the outgoing ®eld; (c) the ®rst
moment of the intensity of the outgoing ®eld distribution; and (d) the second moment (standard deviation or width) of the intensity of
the outgoing ®eld distribution, are plotted as function of the depth of modulation, for an atomic distribution with a phased matched
lattice vector. L  5:25k; nr  1; bc  10; bf  44=21; c1  1=25; cT  0; 1  106 p 1 .

eigenfunctions alternate between the values 1,
for consecutive symmetric sectors. These properties are more clearly shown in Fig. 2, where we plot
the spatial dependence of the ®eld temporal crosssection at the value of time corresponding to the
position of the peak of the outgoing ®eld distribution, for the two dierent parity states, shown in
the previous ®gure. The standing wave structure
observed is due to having at each point in the
optically thick medium, the re¯ected electromagnetic wave being of comparable magnitude to the
transmitted wave.
Having shown the standing wave feature in the
homogeneous medium, the question arises as to
whether by enhancing the coupling between the
forward and backward components of the atomic
polarization, we can increase the eciency of the
superradiance, shortens the time required for the

onset of superradiance, and compress the duration
of the superradiant burst, while maintaining the
forward±backward symmetry in emission.
An analysis of Figs. 1 and 2 and other values of
the sample length, lead us to the conclusion that if
we select the sample length such that it is at the
center of the symmetric sectors, i.e. for the values:
L

2m  1k0
4nr

20a

where k0 is the radiation wavelength in vacuum,
the values of bf that would maintain the forward±
backward symmetry in emission are given by:
bf 

4 m  1
2m  1

and

bf 

4m
2m  1

20b

In Fig. 3, using the above obtained values of bf ,
we show the temporal pro®le of the output ®eld for
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no and full modulation. As can be noted, all of
the above three goals have been achieved. Furthermore, the temporal lobes, due to the Burnham±Chiao oscillations [19] have been greatly
suppresed. In Fig. 4, we illustrate the case where
even multiple lobes suppression is also achieved.
The ®rst value of bf , as speci®ed in Eq. (20b), gives
slightly better results than those from the second
value. We will use the value bf  4 m  1=
2m  1 in the following ®gures.
The eect of the depth of the modulation on the
¯ux of either the transmitted (forward) or re¯ected
(backward) output radiation, the height of the
principal peak of the temporal pro®le, the superradiance delay (or ®rst moment of the temporal
distribution) and the standard deviation of the
intensity temporal distribution (roughly the temporal width of the superradiant burst energy den-

sity) are plotted in Fig. 5. The main global features
observed in Fig. 3 are shown, as expected, to follow a continuous and monotonic variation with an
increase in the depth of modulation.
Next, we investigate the coherence length in this
system when Eq. (20) is satis®ed. We investigate
the global features considered above for dierent
length of the sample. In Fig. 6, we compare the
main features of the superradiant burst for the
homogeneous medium and for the fully modulated
active atom distribution for dierent length of the
sample. We observe that the features found previously hold for all values of length considered,
hence we have long range coherence in the system,
as would be expected. Furthermore, it should be
noted that contrary to what happens in the homogeneous medium, where the number of Burnham±Chow oscillations increase with the length of

Fig. 6. (a) The ¯ux of the outgoing normalized ®eld; (b) height of the main peak of the magnitude of the outgoing ®eld; (c) the ®rst
moment of the intensity of the outgoing ®eld distribution; and (d) the second moment (standard deviation or width) of the intensity of
the outgoing ®eld distribution, are plotted as function of the sample length and compared for the zero and fully modulated distributions, for an atomic distribution with a phased matched lattice vector. ( ) bm  0; ( ) bm  1. L  2m  1=4k; nr  1; bc  10;
bf  4 m  1= 2m  1; c1  1=25; cT  0; 1  106 p 1 .
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Fig. 7. The standard deviation of the temporal pro®le of the intensity of the outgoing ®eld is plotted as function of bc . L  5:25k;
nr  1; bm  10; bf  44=21; c1  1=25; cT  0; 1  106 p 1 .

the sample, in the present system these are attenuated, while the central lobe continues to compress.
Finally, we examine the dependence of the
temporal width of the electromagnetic ®eld intensity pro®le as function of bc , the average value of b
over a spatial period. As the atomic pressure
broadening spectral width depends linearly on b,
and as the spatial periodicity in the active atom
density dampens the Burnham±Chiao oscillation
and thus exclude any contribution that they may
add to the intensity standard deviation, we should
expect that the temporal width of the superradiant
burst to decrease inversely with bc . Fig. 7 shows
the numerical results dependence. They follow
closely the previous predictions.

that, with a judicious choice of the periodicity reciprocal lattice, we can maintain the forward±
backward symmetry in emission while we vary
qualitatively the shape, delay and ¯ux of the superradiant burst. The resulting superradiant pulse
can be made cleaner and leaner.
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